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Welcome

Stakeholder_Engagement@slc.co.uk 
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Welcome everyone and thank you for attending today’s session. I am David Thomson, the senior manager at the Student Loans Company with responsibility for the DSA transformation programme. I will be chairing today’s session. We wanted to take this opportunity to provide an update on the transition to the new DSA service which will begin week commencing 26 February.  To maximise the time we have today, and due to the high volume of attendees, we will not be taking live questions.  We invited you to submit questions in advance, and we will answer as many as possible during the next hour.  We will also publish responses to the key questions we have received following this event.  A copy of this presentation, including the script, will also be shared with attendees. Before I move on to the agenda, let me first cover some general housekeeping: If you require captions these can be enabled from within the Microsoft Teams interface under the three dots ”more” menu. We are presenting in a way that allows you to flip back and forth through the slides independently of the presenter, which allows you to magnify slide text and use a high contrast mode. As there is no question and answer, or chat functionality today, if you are experiencing any issues, please email our stakeholder engagement mailbox – the address which is on screen now, is stakeholder underscore engagement at SLC.co.uk; and we will respond to you as soon as we can. Feel free to drop off and re-join at any point if needed. 
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Agenda

• Background to reforms

• DSA vision

• Transformation timeline

• New service from February

• Service management of new contracts 

• Key questions and themes
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Moving to the running order for today, first, I will provide some background on DSA – what is it, who’s eligible - and why the service is being reformed.  Next, my colleague Anthony Hill, who is the SLC Service Owner for DSA will talk you through our vision for DSA, the timeline for delivering improvements and the new end-to-end student journey. He’ll also cover the main transition scenarios, and how we will manage these to ensure students receive all the support they are entitled to, regardless of where they are in the DSA process.  Finally, George Leggate, our Business Manager for Outsource Services will provide an overview of how his team will manage the suppliers providing the service and ensure that students receive the service we expect.



Background to reforms
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What is Disabled Students’ Allowance (DSA)?
A grant to help eligible students pay for any extra essential study costs they may have 
as a direct result of their disability, helping to enable opportunity by widening access and 
participation in higher education. 

Students can get help with the costs of:
• specialist equipment, for example a computer with assistive technology software or 

specialist ergonomic furniture

• non-medical help (NMH), for example a specialist mentor, specialist notetaker or a 
British Sign Language (BSL) interpreter

• additional transportation costs to attend their course

• other disability related study support, for example additional printing costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While many of you are very familiar with DSA, given the breadth of our audience today, we thought it would be useful to share some background for those who may have less exposure to the service.  DSA is additional financial support that can be used to pay for the extra study related costs a student may incur as a result of their disability, long-term health condition, mental health condition or specific learning difficulty. To be eligible for DSA, students must have a disability as defined under the Equality Act 2010 and be eligible for student finance. DSA provides funding for specialist support, in addition to any reasonable adjustments made by higher education providers. It is used to fund a needs assessment, which is a one-to-one interview between the student and a needs assessor to determine the student’s support needs; and can be used for the purchase of specialist equipment and software, as well as the training and support to use such equipment. It can also be used to pay for non-medical help, such as specialist mentoring or specialist study skills support, and travel. DSA is available to all eligible students in full-time, part-time, distance learning and post-graduate higher education. For academic year 2023/24, the maximum DSA support available to a student funded by Student Finance England (SFE) is £26,291 per year. For a student funded by Student Finance Wales (SFW), the maximum DSA support available per academic year is £33,146.



Support by disability type (2022/23)
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We thought it would also be useful to share with you the types of disabilities that DSA is providing support with, which are shown in the two pie charts on the screen. The pie chart on the left-hand side of the slide is a breakdown the types of disabilities students receiving DSA from Student Finance England receive support for; and the chart on the right-hand side of the slide is a breakdown the types of disabilities students receiving DSA from Student Finance Wales receive support for.SPLD - Specific Learning Difficulties – is consistently the largest area of support. This term is used to describe a range of conditions, including dyslexia and dyscalculia. 



Key benefits for students
• An improved application journey - students will have a single point of contact 

for their end-to-end support for the provision of study needs assessments, 
assistive technology and assistive technology training.

• Formal contractual controls enabling SLC to ensure suppliers deliver the 
required performance and meet quality standards.

• Enhanced value for money for the student and the taxpayer.

Presenter Notes
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The new service applies to students who apply to Student Finance England and Student Finance Wales for support. The reforms are driven by ministerial decisions to put contractual arrangements in place for the provision of study needs assessments, assistive technology and assistive technology training. Students in receipt of DSA tell us how important it is to help them to achieve their educational goals. They have also told us that the current process is too long and that they find it challenging having to contact multiple companies to arrange their support. In the new service model, students will have one supplier who has ownership of their end-to-end support for these services, taking the lead on ensuring students get the support they need. As a result, the overall student experience will be improved, and the time taken for students to get their support in place will be reduced. Introducing contractual arrangements also enables SLC to ensure suppliers meet service standards and deliver value for money for both the taxpayer and the student. A few additional points to bear in mind:Students who receive funding from SFE or SFW and study in Scotland or Northern Ireland will be covered by the new arrangements. Students who receive funding from SAAS or SFNI and study in England or Wales will not be affected by the new model and will continue to be supported as they are now. NMH and travel are not impacted by these changes and will continue to be delivered as they are now.Let me know hand over to Anthony, to outline our vision for DSA. 



DSA vision
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Our Vision

To be widely recognised as enabling student opportunity and delivering an 
outstanding customer experience in the efficient delivery of the four UK 
Governments’ further and higher education finance policies. 

At SLC, one of our core strategic objectives is to deliver intuitive, seamless and 
transparent services aligned to the customer journey and supported by systems which 
offer clear and accessible information. 

We have created a customer experience strategy to deliver insight-led improvements to 
the end-to-end customer journey and our vision for DSA is one of a radically 
transformed and improved service. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the Student Loans Company, our vision is to be widely recognised as enabling student opportunity and delivering an outstanding customer experience in the efficient delivery of the four UK governments’ further and higher education finance policies.  We are committed to helping all customers fulfil their potential by providing a trusted, supportive and intuitive service. Our ‘voice of the customer’ research tells us our customers want to feel empowered when dealing with their finance and expect a simple, low effort and entirely digital experience. Our customers expect to know what’s going on at every stage of their journey and if they run into difficulties, they expect easy access to great customer service to quickly and easily get them back on track.  At SLC we remain focused on improving the end-to-end experience of customers by:Increasing and optimising self-service and driving greater digital adoption and containment Reducing unnecessary customer burden and effort Tailoring the help we provide to customers with additional support needs As David mentioned, we know DSA is vital in empowering students to achieve their educational aspirations, however, the current application process is far too long, and students feel burdened with having to engage with multiple different companies to move through the application process and arrange their support.  These challenges can lead to students feeling confused and exasperated, particularly when they have issues with aspects of their DSA support, as they perceive no-one is taking ownership.  Against this backdrop, our vision for a transformed DSA service is underpinned by providing the improved digital provision that is lacking in the current model, whilst working in partnership with trusted suppliers who will coordinate and deliver key services, providing a more seamless and responsive experience. 



Transformation timeline
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DSA transformation timeline
New service from February 2024

• Move to working with two contracted 
suppliers to provide students with their 
DSA service.

• Simpler and faster experience for 
customers as the new suppliers guide 
them through the process.

• SLC’s direct working with the suppliers 
identifies opportunities to further 
optimise and improve the service.

• Information on eligibility and approved 
support shared securely with the new 
suppliers to avoid students having to 
repeat information.

• Only exception is disability evidence 
which the student will need to send to 
both SLC and suppliers initially.

More integration from autumn 2024

• Enhancing the processes and 
commercial models implemented in 
the previous stages.

• Integration between SLC and supplier 
systems for automated data sharing.

• Administrative burden and complexity 
further reduced for students, SLC and 
suppliers.

• Students only supply disability 
evidence once to SLC who share it 
securely with the suppliers.

Transformed digital service from 2025

• All student information integrated in a 
single digital repository, available to 
SLC, suppliers and students.

• All DSA students have access to 
online applications, self-service and 
additional channels such as webchat 
and secure messaging.

• Secure digital communication 
between SLC, suppliers, partners and 
education providers

• Everyone involved in the provision of 
support to DSA students will have the 
easy access to the information they 
need.

Presenter Notes
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We’re on a journey to achieve a fully transformed service and will be delivering improvements in a phased approach from later this month. This slide sets out our proposed timeline. The first phase of the new service, which will begin week commencing 26 February 2024, will be the introduction of the two new suppliers (Study Tech and Capita) who will provide needs assessment, assistive technology and assistive technology training services to eligible students. In this phase, information on DSA eligibility and approved support will be shared securely with the new suppliers to avoid students having to repeat some elements of information they have already submitted to SLC. The students’ preferred language of communication will also be shared to ensure their DSA journey continues in their preferred language. The suppliers will continue to ask students to share their disability evidence with them when they book a needs assessment. We are working collaboratively with the suppliers on digital integration which will facilitate secure access to this evidence, which will be introduced at a later stage.   Under these new arrangements from February, students will benefit from having a simpler and faster experience. They will have a single point of contact for key service elements, including the needs assessment, assistive technology provision, training and any aftercare support needed. The suppliers will also provide students with access to online booking platforms and digital notifications will be used to prompt customers to take action where required. If a student doesn’t want to engage online, they will have the option of contacting the supplier via another channel. The supplier will follow up with the student at regular intervals if they have not booked a needs assessment within 3 days. We will be baselining how well the service and processes are performing during this phase and consider further potential developments.  We’ll also continue to survey customers to understand their perception of the services being provided by the suppliers.  In autumn 2024, we then aim to deliver the second phase of improvements. This phase will deliver more integrated technology between SLC and the suppliers with increased automation helping to reduce administrative burden. Students will only be required to submit information and evidence to SLC once, and we will securely share this with the suppliers. During this phase, SLC will also look to enhance the processes and commercial model implemented in previous stages from February. We’ll also be moving away from paying suppliers in advance to cover course-long insurance and warranty for assistive technology. Instead, repairs to assistive technology (or replacements, if they are better value for money) will be paid for from the students’ DSA entitlement at the point of need. This is expected to provide better value for money for the student and the taxpayer compared to the current system.  The final delivery phase, which we expect to begin from 2025, will be focussed on further transforming our systems and the application experience for students applying for DSA. This will involve the internal re-platforming of DSA information onto our strategic Customer Relationship Management solution. This will enable SLC, DSA suppliers and students easy and secure access to the information they need. Importantly, in this phase, all students applying for DSA will have access to online applications, self-service capability and additional contact channels such as live chat and secure messaging. The provision of more tailored and ongoing support for customers with the most complex circumstances and additional support needs will also be made easier.



New service from February
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Geographical areas

Zone Territory Supplier

1
Scotland
Northwest England
Northeast England
Yorkshire and the 
Humber

Study Tech

2 West Midlands
East Midlands
Wales 
Northern Ireland

Capita

3 East England
London 

Capita

4 South West England
South East England

Study Tech

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In July 2023, we confirmed that Study Tech and Capita were awarded the framework to supply needs assessments, assistive technology and assistive technology training. Both suppliers and all regions will go-live with the new service arrangements week commencing 26 February. Study Tech will deliver DSA support for students funded by SFE and SFW in: Northwest England; Northeast England; Yorkshire and the Humber; South West England; South East England; and Scotland.  Capita will deliver DSA support for students funded by SFE and SFW in: East England; the Midlands; London; Wales; and Northern Ireland. Generally, students will be assigned to Study Tech or Capita based on the contact address they provide to SLC. If their eligibility for DSA is confirmed following term start, the student will be assigned to a framework supplier based on their higher education provider (HEP) address. This is to minimise the number of students who may have otherwise been allocated to a supplier who is no longer best placed to offer a face-to-face assessment, if this is requested by the student. Students on distance learning courses will always be allocated to a supplier based on their home address.  Where a supplier has provided a needs assessment, they will also be responsible for supplying the assistive technology, assistive technology training and supporting the student with after care for the duration of their course, even if they are located in a different zone after the assessment has been conducted. We have received some questions about where customers will be able to have their face-to-face needs assessments, so I wanted to provide some additional detail on this.This part of the process should be easier for the student. Once they have their eligibility confirmed by SLC, the onus is no longer on the student to go to the postcode look up tool and find their nearest needs assessment centre. Instead, the student will be assigned to either Study Tech or Capita, and they will proactively contact the student to arrange an assessment. This will help speed up the process for the student.So, if you provide support and guidance to students about DSA and they ask where they can go to get a needs assessment, please let them know that their supplier will be in touch to arrange this. Students will continue to be able to choose if they want a face-to-face assessment or an online assessment. Suppliers are required to ensure there are suitable locations and premises for face-to-face assessments across all geographical zones. We will be conducting regular visits to these assessment centres and carrying out audits to assure the suitability of such locations.Through our ongoing engagement with students, we will be also be validating with them that the travel time to get to their assessment centre is convenient.



The new student journey
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This slide provides a high-level map of the new student journey. It’s important to note that DSA policy, in terms of who is eligible or what support they might be entitled to, is not changing as a result of the reforms.  At stage 1 of the journey, students will continue to apply for DSA in the same way as they do now. Students must continue to provide evidence to demonstrate they have an impairment that meets the definition of disability within the Equality Act.  Similarly, at Stage 2, there is no change. SLC will continue to process their application and assess their eligibility for DSA as we do now. � At stage 3, this is where there is some change to the current model. When the student is assessed as eligible for DSA by SLC, we will assign the student to Study Tech or Capita based on the logic I covered in the previous slide. This will generally be based on either their contact address, or Higher Education Provider address, depending on the date they are made eligible. The student will continue to receive a DSA1 notification confirming their eligibility, however they will no longer need to go to the GOV.UK website and find a needs assessment provider.  Where a student provides us with consent in their application form, which is around 98% of customers, we’ll be introducing the new supplier to the student in our eligibility notification. Along with sharing this notification with the relevant supplier, we will confirm to the student that they should expect contact from the supplier about the next steps for booking a needs assessment appointment. So, this change is what enables a shift away from the customer driving the process forward themselves, with the supplier being more proactive in coordinating the next steps.  The student will receive an introductory email from their supplier with a link to register on their system where they will begin the needs assessment booking process. Our customer research suggests that this online booking approach will be favoured by a significant majority of students. However, it is important to note that if the student doesn’t want to engage with an online channel, they will have the option of contacting the supplier via other channels instead. Similarly, for the 2% of students who don’t provide us with consent to share information with a DSA supplier, we will be providing the supplier’s contact details to allow students to contact them directly.  Students will always be given a choice of how their needs assessment will be conducted. If the student wants an in-person assessment they will be able to select their preferred venue and time slot.  Students will also be able to specify any special requirements they may need to access the needs assessment – for example a BSL interpreter.  There will be skills-based routing on the supplier's side to ensure an appropriately experienced needs assessor is assigned to the customer, who will review all the available information and prepare in advance for the assessment accordingly.  At stage 5 of the journey, after the needs assessment has been conducted by the supplier, this will be securely submitted to SLC. SLC will continue to review needs assessments as we do now – but we’re anticipating that with the reduced volume of disparate suppliers, the addition of performance management controls, along with better partnership working, a faster and more consistent level of service will be provided to students. At stage 6, once we have approved the recommended package of support for the student, we will continue providing confirmation of this in the form of a DSA2 entitlement notification, issued by email. Where we have consent from students, we’ll also share this notification with the suppliers.  Therefore, at stage 7, rather than the customer having to contact the supplier to initiate the supply process, the supplier can be proactive in preparing the order and will invite the customer to interact with their platform (or via other channels) to consider delivery options for their equipment and training. They will be able to pay any due financial contribution at this point. Students will also continue to have the opportunity to pay for upgraded computers as they do now and appropriate guidance will be made available by the suppliers.  At stage 8, the supplier will be responsible for delivery, setup, familiarisation and any required training.  After service delivery fulfilment has concluded, if the student needs further support – whether that be a review of needs, or if they have any technical questions or issues or require additional training, they now have a single point of contact within the supplier. The supplier will provide different channels for customers to raise issues or questions.  Where technical questions or issues are concerned, the supplier will take ownership and there is a staged pathway for remediation activity supported by key performance indicators. Suitable loan equipment will be provided if the repair extends beyond five days to ensure students are not without their technology for extended periods.  As many of you will know, since the end of November, we have been validating the new service design and processes with Study Tech and a small number of customers. This is enabling us to test some of the new capabilities being introduced, including allocating students to one supplier for needs assessment, assistive technology provision and training. Study Tech have been proactively making contact with customers, helping to speed up their DSA journey.  The initial feedback from the new service design and processes has been positive and we will continue testing until the launch of the new service. 



Supporting students
• Once the new service begins, please continue to advise students to apply 

to SLC for DSA is the usual way.

• DSA policy, student eligibility and entitlement are not changing. 

• If a student’s DSA1 notification is dated after 26 February, they will be 
allocated to Study Tech or Capita based on the contact address they 
provide to SLC. 

• If their eligibility for DSA is confirmed following term start, the student will 
be assigned to a framework supplier based on their higher education 
provider (HEP) address. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For those of you providing information, support and guidance to students – we share a goal to ensure students receive all the DSA support they are entitled to. Once the new service begins, please continue to advise students to apply to SLC for DSA is the usual way.It’s important to note that DSA policy, student eligibility and entitlement are not changing. If a student’s DSA1 notification is dated after 26 February, they will be allocated to Study Tech or Capita based on their contact address. If their eligibility for DSA is confirmed following term start, the student will be assigned to a framework supplier based on their higher education provider (HEP) address. From 26 February onwards, if a student has an issue with their existing equipment (provided by a supplier under the old arrangements) they should contact that supplier for support under their existing after-care, warranty and insurance arrangements – where these have been paid for in advance by the student. If the supplier is not able to do so for whatever reason, or if it has left the market, please advise the student to contact SLC and we will ensure they receive the support they need from an alternative supplier.Please note, we share guidance with any supplier leaving the market asking them to notify students of their intention to close and to provide them with our DSA Team’s contact details, so we can continue to support them. We have also asked any supplier in this scenario to update their websites and / or telephone messaging to provide our contact details. We also proactively contact students to let them know their supplier is no longer providing support – and give students our contact details to get in touch should they require support. Following the transition to the new service, where students require amendments to their support package such as additional recommendations or meet the criteria for a Review of Needs Assessment, and their assessment centre has left the market, please advise the student to contact SLC. Our DSA Team will assign the student to one of the new suppliers to provide support. 



Transition scenarios

Transition 1 – Students that have received their needs assessment and have received 
their assistive technology (AT) and training

Transition 2 – Students that have received their needs assessment and received their 
DSA2, but have not arranged their AT and training

Transition 3 – Students that have received their needs assessment, but SLC have not 
issued their DSA2 letter

Transition 4 – Students that have had their eligibility notification (DSA1) and are in the 
process of booking their needs assessment 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the point of transition to the new service, most students applying for DSA in the 2023/24 academic year will have already received their DSA1 letter confirming their eligibility. For those customers who have not yet received their DSA1 letter, their needs assessments, assistive technology and training services will be provided by Study Tech or Capita.  On the date the service arrangements begin, students could be at different stages of their journey.  Let me outline the main scenarios in a bit more detail here. These are not exhaustive, and if you require any further information, please do get in touch on the email shared at the start of the session and we will provide further information. Transition 1  Students that have received their needs assessment and have received their assistive technology and training. SLC, the Department for Education (DfE) and the Welsh Government (WG) understand that existing students may have an ongoing relationship with their current suppliers. Where possible, existing suppliers are expected to continue to support returning students for the duration of their course with ongoing customer services. This includes any non-funded reviews covered under the single fee arrangement, or any issues managed by the current assistive technology suppliers via insurance and warranty.  Suppliers who continue to provide support to existing SFE and SFW students must continue to comply with the standards outlined by DfE and Welsh Government. If any provider is unable provide these services for whatever reason, they should contact SLC at DSA_Requests@slc.co.uk as soon as possible. SLC will direct students who require support to an alternative supplier. � Following transition to the new service model, where a student requires a fundable review and any subsequent equipment, this will be provided by Study Tech or Capita.  Transition 2 At the point of transition, customers that have already received their needs assessment and their subsequent DSA2 letter but have not yet arranged their assistive technology and training, can arrange and receive support from the existing supplier(s) named in their correspondence and so the eQuote portal will continue to be available for a period of time to allow this. There is no specific cut-off date for supplying the required technology and training in this instance.  We recognise that there may be a period of time from when a student receives their DSA2 letter, to them contacting a supplier to arrange provision of services. We also understand that some existing suppliers may be considering their arrangements in the DSA market as a result of the procurement reforms.  We expect suppliers named in students’ DSA2 letters to provide services following contact from the student, for at least up to three months from the date on the DSA2 correspondence, where possible. If a supplier is unable to provide these services for whatever reason, they should contact SLC at DSA_Requests@slc.co.uk as soon as possible. We will direct the student to an alternative supplier for support.  Transition 3 Following transition to the new model, for students that have received their needs assessment, but have not yet received their DSA2 letter, assistive technology and training services will not be provided by the new suppliers, unless required in exceptional circumstances. Assistive Technology will be provided by one of the existing suppliers who will be selected via the eQuote portal, as they are now. Training will be provided by one of the suppliers that the needs assessor included as a quote within the needs assessment.  Transition 4 Where students have received confirmation of their eligibility for DSA (via their DSA letter), and have booked, or are in the process of booking their needs assessment, then the needs assessment can take place if the preferred centre is still operational and able to do so.  For students who have not yet selected a needs assessment centre, the online facility for locating a preferred centre will not be available from the 26 February 2024 onwards. SLC will provide students in this scenario with contact details for the new suppliers and how to book a needs assessment. I hope this is useful. If you have any specific questions on these scenarios, please do get in touch by emailing stakeholder_engagement@slc.co.uk.  I’ll now hand over to George, to provide further information about the service management of the new contracts. 



Service management of new contracts
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Outsource Services Contract Management
Contracts

• Thorough and detailed with Terms and Conditions fully understood
• Proportionate: risk, complexity, strategic importance and value
• Supplier Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)/Service Level Agreements (SLAs) performance contract 

provisions
• Clarity, defined, management information (MI) and reporting

Standards
• Government Functional Standard GovS 008: Commercial
• Government Commercial Function Professional Standards Contract Management Version 2.0

Training
• Utilise the Government Commercial College (GCC) training courses.
• The Contract Management Capability Programme (CMCP) has been development to train and 

accredit those with a role to play in contract management.

Accreditation
• Foundation…Practitioner…Expert

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, it’s a pleasure for me to provide an overview of how SLC will manage and support our selected Supply Chain Partners, Study Tech and Capita, as they embed our service delivery for DSA.As Anthony updated us earlier, the transition timeline of our DSA support services has three (3) key deployment stages: -The go-live of improved services confirmed for later this month.The deployment of additional integration benefits this autumn.And the enablement of our digital services from 2025.These transformational steps will provide significant benefits to the new student journey and their overall customer service experience.Partnership and collaboration are the foundation of our collective aspirations, goals and success.Under the new service arrangements with our selected Supply Chain Partners, SLC will have oversight of the quality of the end-to-end services being provided to our customers, and through formal performance management, we will ensure customers receive a consistent and high-quality service.A core set of key performance indicators (KPIs) will be used by SLC to measure and track the quality levels of services delivered by our Supply Chain Partners. We continue to embed stringent policy and protocol for the overall management of our outsourced contracts for products and services.Our policy and adherence will be fully aligned to Government Functional Standard GovS 008 and the Government Commercial Function Professional Standards for Contract Management Version 2.0.Using the Government Commercial College materials and courses, SLC will continue to ensure employees engaged in the management of outsourced contracts are accredited to the Contract Management Capability Programme Foundation level with progression through to Practitioner level and where required to Expert level.



OFFICIAL

OFFICIALSLC Supplier Relationship Management
Suppliers
• Governance: Structure, Alignment & Rules of Engagement (RoE)

• Candid Communication & Transparency

• Building Mutual Trust, Respect & Collaboration

• Focus on ‘win-WIN-win’ outcome driving 
Customer Experience

• Support when problems arise

• Business Reviews & Frequency

Structure
Alignment

RoE

Communication
Transparency

Business Reviews
Stakeholders (Key internal 

Stakeholders)
Frequency

Trust
Respect

Collaboration
Support

Governance
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Our Outsourced Services team will embed a robust and effective governance framework and core working practises with our supply chain partners.Alignment of SLC and Supplier key stakeholders will be underpinned with a contractual Business Review framework undertaken on a regular monthly, quarterly and bi-annual basis with detailed review of service delivery performance and KPIs.Engagement between SLC and our Supply Chain Partners will be built on the foundations of trust, respect, collaboration and reciprocal communication and support.



OFFICIAL

OFFICIALSLC Supplier Performance Measurement

Mobilisation

Service Readiness
Go / No Go Criteria
Short Falls & Veto’s
Stage Gates & Milestones
Field Based Presence
Quality Audits

Core set of 27 KPIs
Balanced deployment
Measurable & Evidential

Go Live Stabilisation

Baselining Period

• Needs Assessment (5)
• Provision of Assistive Technology Equipment (3)
• Provision of Assistive Technology Training (3)
• AT Equip. Technical Support, Repair & Replace (4)
• Customer Contact Handling (3)
• Customer Complaint Handling (1)
• Reporting Delivery (1)
• Invoicing Accuracy (1)
• Commercial Market Competitiveness (2)
• Systems & IT Performance (1)
• Social Values (1)
• Continuous Improvement (1)
• SLC Satisfaction Rating (1)

BAU

DASHBOARDS)

Data Analysis & Trend 
Reporting
50 reports in RFP Our Needs
Continuous Improvement to CX

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As previously stated, within the Business Review Framework embedded with our Supply Chain Partners, SLC will monitor and evaluate their overall performance levels using a set of contractually binding Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).These KPIs will provide transparency and validated quality levels of the services provided by our Outsourced Supply Chain Partners during the students’ DSA journey:From the initial DSA application received from each studentThe diligent review and subsequent approval by SLCFollowed by our DSA Referral transmission to our Supply Chain PartnersSLC will have service level performance data for all stages of the student journey, from: -Needs Assessments (NA) conducted, submitted and approved.Assistive Technology (AT) Equipment provided, product performance and quality.Assistive Technology Training (ATT) offered, delivered and confirmation from students of the training delivery effectiveness & quality.In advance of today’s session, we received some questions in relation to Non-Medical Help (NMH) and Conflict of Interest.NMH is not within scope of the new framework and as such, the existing process remains unchanged.Suppliers are expected to continue to recommend and source NMH provision for students in accordance with the respective funding body guidance. Needs Assessors will be required to continue to source two quotes from registered NMH providers who are able to meet the needs of students.SLC will also continue to review and approve all needs assessment recommendations and will select the NMH supplier with the most competitive quote…where there are no exceptional circumstances.There will be a Register of Interests policy and procedure in place and SLC will be working closely with our Supply Chain Partners to review how they intend to manage any identified conflicts.New guidance for selecting NMH has been produced in collaboration with DfE and the Welsh Government. We will share the links to this guidance, which will be available on our practitioners' sites, after today’s sessions.SLC is aligned to government policy and standards in relations to Conflict of Interest (COI) and our COI policy has been shared with suppliers. 
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OFFICIALDSA Customer Experience (CX)
• Centralised Process by SLC

• Step by Step of the CX journey
o Needs Assessment
o AT Equipment
o AT Training

• Measures of Success
o Reduced Process & Cycle time
o Improved Customer Experience

• Detailed trend reporting and business intelligence
o >50 detailed reports
o Driving performance improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As David and Anthony have said, delivering an improved customer experience is at the heart of the reforms. We will continue to monitor and measure the overall Customer Experience (CX) satisfaction levels of students as they progress through the key stages of the DSA journey. This will be a centralised and consistent process conducted by SLC.This critical feedback and information obtained from each student will be evaluated on a quarterly basis and used as a further quality level check on the performance and service delivery of our Supply Chain Partners.We will also continue to engage with DSA customers and organisations supporting disabled students.We will listen to their feedback and use their experiences and insights to focus and pinpoint our future direction and efforts on continuous improvement of the overall student DSA journey.Our Student Finance Customer Panel, made up of prospective, current and former students, puts students at the centre of our strategy to deliver an outstanding customer experience. Students in receipt of DSA sit on this panel and we have also established a dedicated DSA Student Finance Customer Panel to complement this work. As I mentioned earlier, we also survey students after they complete parts of their DSA journey. This helps us understand their experience of the application and needs assessment process, and the supply and setup of equipment. Under the new service model, SLC will provide feedback to our Supply Chain Partners on customer satisfaction and how their service is being received by students. We continue to engage with and listen to feedback from our Disabled Students’ Stakeholder Group (DSSG), members of which provide services to, and support, students with disabilities .We have established a DSA Quality Committee - a small group of third sector bodies to provide independent validation that our Supply Chain Partners are adhering to the agreed quality standards, and that the agreed quality standards are driving the intended outcome of an improved customer journey. We are committed to working collaboratively with our outsourced Supply Chain Partners to identify opportunities for continuous improvement to the DSA Student journey.Partnership and collaboration with all vested stakeholders is key…built on a solid foundation of trust, respect & transparency…we will achieve our goals and aspirations and deliver on our commitment……And that commitment must always be to provide a truly exceptional and personal support experience to our DSA Students.Thank you for listening and I hope you found this overview informative and helpful.I’ll now hand back to David Thomson.



Key questions and themes

Any questions, please email: Stakeholder_engagement@slc.co.uk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks George.As I said at the start of the session, we invited you to submit questions in advance. I’d like to take some time now to provide a verbal response to some of the key questions we have received so far. After today’s event as well as sharing the slides and script, we will also collate the key questions we have received and publish these for you to consider in your own time. *Additional verbal update on key questions *We will now draw the session to a close. Please accept my thanks for your attendance today. We very much appreciate the support you provide to students receiving DSA. If you have any comments or questions, please contact stakeholder_engagement@slc.co.uk and we will respond to you as soon as we can. We will also be in touch in the coming days with the links to the resources mentioned. In the meantime, thank you and have a good day.
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